
Civilian, DoD, and Military Use Cases
Government institutions use Wire to ensure sensitive information remains under their control
and to offer employees a secure communication channel. Whether at home, on-the-road or
abroad, users can instantly place audio & video calls, send messages, and share files without
putting mission-critical information at risk.

Why Wire is The Choice
For Governments

With a large number of government workers operating from their home office, protecting
sensitive communications outside of the IT firewalls grew critical.
 
The German government uses Wire's secure communication platform to facilitate working from
anywhere while drastically reducing security risks. The Federal Office for Security in Information
Technology (Bundesamt für Sicherheit in der Informationstechnik or BSI) issued a release
recommendation for Wire's secure solution making it an official tool for handling classified
information.
 
Offering audio and video conferencing, messaging, screen-sharing, and file-sharing, Wire's is also
well-appreciated by users, meeting their collaboration needs in a modern and intuitive platform.

German Government Use Case
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3. Data SovereigntyDesigned To Operate In Classified Environments

Built to safeguard every critical mobile communication. Wire’s security is recognized by IDC as unique.

http://www.wire.com/
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Wire Enterprise Wire Pro

Government, Ministries, and Military Use Cases

Fully customizable self-hosted platform 
for secure collaboration across your entire 
organization. Ensure your communication 
is in compliance with the highest security 
standards.

CONTACT US GET STARTED

End-to-end encrypted SaaS platform. Set 
up an account, invite members, and start 
communicating and collaborating securely 
in minutes. 

Wire Pro

Safeguard Mission-Critical 
Information  

NSA and BSI Recommended

Perfect Forward/Backward Secrecy 

Mission-first System

Minimal Metadata Footprint

Developed by former Skype Technologists

Best-in-class Security

Full Collaboration Suite

Configurable Ephemeral Messages

Secure External Guest Rooms

25 Participants on Audio & 12 on Video

Works in Low Bandwidth

 

Feature-rich

Wrapped in a clean and intuitive design that users love, Wire is as easy to use as consumer 
applications, and available on iOS, Android, Windows, Mac, and Web App with up to 8 devices/user.

User-friendly
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